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We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
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My Gosh! Did you see
that there is now a
way of ending
Unemployment,
Poverty and
Financial Hardship on
Earth? Check it out
in The Good News
Newspaper in
Australia
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Inspirational
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Tony Robbins Why You Are
Poor And How To Change
That

The Success Cycle: How the Rich Stay Rich and the Poor Stay Poor

Dauchsy
In this video, Tony
Published on Oct 27, Robbins talks about
why the rich stay rich
2016
and the poor stay poor.
Tony Robbins The
Success Cycle: How It all has to do with
the Rich Stay Rich and what you believe and
he explains it by what
the Poor Stay Poor
he calls the success
Anthony Robbins is cycle.
my favorite motivational/inspirational The first step he talks
about it Potential.
speaker.
Whenever I’m feeling stuck or just need
a boost, I can always
listen to Tony Robbins and instantly get
a sense of inspiration.

Every human being’s
potential is Unlimited!
But the results we see
don’t help us believe
we have unlimited po-

tential. The reason for
this is because people
do not take enough
ACTION, which is
the next step in the
success cycle.

have good results and
are successful, you become more successful
because you believe it
can happen.

already have what
you are asking for, the
faster you will attract
it into your reality.

With this success cyWhen you have bad cle, you can attract
BUT.. you can take a results this effects wealth, love, relationlot of action with bad your beliefs negative- ships, good health,
anything you want!
results. Results are the ly.
next step in the cycle
which is self ex- This all also relates to See more videos at the
the law of attraction, above You Tube.
planatory.
especially the beliefs
Whether the results and having certainty.
are good or bad, this
then determines our The more certain you
beliefs/attitude which are that you are atcontinues the cycle all tracting what you
over again. So if you want and believe you
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Classified Advertising 02 9837
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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And how many people
‘run for the hills’ when
they hear or even sniff
at that very ‘harsh’
word,
COMMITMENT from which
commit is at its very
beginning!!!
I am here to help you
discover that, even
though the word commit has various meanings, the meaning that
I am extracting from
these many other definitions is the one that
I believe is very pertinent to this article,
when used to its fullest extent, can and will
help you to achieve
whatever goal you are
aiming for.

ferent ‘authority’ fig- from being part of a
ures.
baseball team with
your friends, or study4) Your friends are ing to be a doctor as
wanting you to do it that is what all the fambecause they are all ily are expecting…
doing it and want you
to be part of it too.
Where is your commit?
5) One of your closest
friends asks you to be And I am going to ask
with them while they you… will you comdo it.
mit? Ever?
6) Your school has
picked you out to do it.
7) You feel obliged to
do it for whatever reason you give it.
8) Your brother or sister wants you to do it.

9) You have read it
Now that is worth online as ‘the thing to
some of your time do!’
surely to have a moment and ponder!
10) You are pressurised to do it …
Commit!
and the list goes on.
You can do things in
life for various rea- However, where in this
sons.
long line of intentions,
is your intention?
1) Your parents have
told you that you must Where have you …
do it.
yes you… decided to
come onboard and re2) Your parents have ally do this thing?
told you that you
should really do it.
So let’s give this thing
a meaning shall we?
3) You have been told
to do things from dif- It can be anything,

talking about is actual
INTENTION behind
the decision that you
“dance” or “sing” or
whatever it is that
you are doing.

Goal: I want to be a
singer: Do you?
Really do you want to
be a singer?

Completely and with
every fibre of your
What if you have a body, mind and soul?
thought at the back of
your mind that you re- Now that is ‘commit’!
ally want to do…….
Or are you just doing
it to please someone
Do you want to be lay- else?
ing there in your bed, Article continued on
It is a very different very old, your life al- page...15.
person that is going most spent and you
along to dance les- think…
sons because they really want to be there or These are my regrets: I
because they HAVE to didn’t chase my dream
be there and even if of …..
they want to be there,
have they really de- Now I am not meancided to get behind the ing that you stop evedancing world
and rything that you are
give it their absolute doing, neglect any of
best?
your responsibilities
to ‘run away to fulfil
And I mean with each your dream’.
lesson, and increasing the lessons, and That could be quite
watching what they destructive to those
eat so that they can be around you that are
at their best when they depending on you for
dance…
their survival.
I am talking about the
COMMIT!
meaning of the word
Commit: as in
Some things that we pledge, devote, apply,
do are recreational and give, dedicate, bind,
then that is fine too. obligate.
Have a bit of fun, have
a few laughs with our Here are some ideas
friends, however this that I am meaning that
is not what I am talk- can help you along
ing about…what I am your journey:
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“A Good Belly Laugh
A Day Helps Keep The
Divorce Papers
And Doctors At Bay”
Derek White Editor © September 2018
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Discover How To Break Free From

All Your Debts And Achieve

Financial
Freedom!
Claim You Free Gift Valued At $500
Register For Free At: https://thegoodnewsnp.
com.au/wealthfortheworkers/registration/

We Are Approved
And Backed By
The
Australian
Government
All incomes are dependent on people paying for their e.products and doing some work
when asked to do so, monthly cost is $165 inc gst, ABN: 90 238 838 578
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Gardening 101 Episode 4: Pepper

Tips, Potatoes, Winter Sowing, Fruit
Bare Roots: Fig, Kiwi & Blueberry

Episode 4 of Gardening 101 is all about
purchasing fruit bare
roots like the Hardy
Fig, Hardy Kiwi and
Blueberries.
I discuss how to buy
them so you have viable plants and show
you how to plant them
and get them growing.
I give you an update
on the pepper starts
from an early episode
and some information
on germination time.
I also go over seed
potatoes and how to
plant them in 5 gallon
containers and how

start sweet potatoes
for sweet potato slips.
And I introduce you to
the principles of Winter Sowing. Link AllAmerica Selections
FB Group - Flower
and Vegetable Winners: https://www.facebook.com/groups/
Flowe... 0:00

SOUND MALFUNTCION - I Say Nothing
Important 13:01 Introduction to Buying
Boxed Fruit or Bare
Roots 14:49

Introduction to the
Principles of Winter
Sowing Here is The
Rusted Garden Link
to Amazon for Seed
Starting & Gardening
Supplies:
Anything
you buy on Amazon
gives a % back to my
YT Channel: http://
amzn.to/2FgufvF

Plant
Acclimation
Tips: They Must Get
Use to the Sun 15:44
Get the Fruit Stock
into Containers to
Thanks for using my
Introduction 0:28 Pep- Hold Them 16:20
link. It helps fund my
per Growth, When to
Start Them, Germina- Unboxing the Hardy garden videos!
tion Speed 2:12 Sweet Kiwi and Container
Potato Slips and How Set Up 19:29 Manag- Visit The Rusted Gar& When to Start Them ing Potential Insect den Seed & Garden
4:26
Problems: Use a Bag! Shop:https://www.
therustedgarden.com/
Potatoes: How to 21:15 Unboxing the
Start Them in 5 Gal- Blueberry and Con- Follow me on Instalon Containers 12:44 tainer Set Up 25:10 gram for Gardening

Tips, Harvest Updates
& Give-Aways: https://www.instagram.
com/therustedga...
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Did You Know That We Are Now
Pumping Out Good News And Positive
Solutions To People In Over 20
Countries Every Week?
Can you help us spread the word even further by
subscribing to our Newspaper for just $3.30 Per week?
If you can please click “HERE” to be taken to
our home page to subscribe. Thank you :-).
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Are You... “Doing The Same Thing

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

Over And
Over Again And Expecting Different Results”?

(Who said it first? I know, it’s crazy right? Everybody says Albert Einstine said it, but there is actually a very big debate amoungst many
researchers as to who actually said it first )

Are You Working For 35 Hours
A Week On Fixed Wages And
Expecting A Different Life?
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Discover The Only Newspaper In
The World That Can
Help The Working People
Become Multi-millionaires
Yes You Are Reading That Right. We Are The Only Newspaper In The World
That Actually Has Developed A Real Life Way To Assist You To Become A
Multi-millionaire With No Risk To You
As the quote reads on insanity, right? Let
the previous page:
us look at some other
examples from difAre You “Doing ferent viewpoints so
The Same Thing that a person can
start thinking with
Over And Over this quote and apply it
Again And Ex- to their life:

pecting Different
A person wants to lose
Results”?
It’s a very Hard Pill
to swallow but until a person becomes
fully aware of the
true significance and
power of this quote,
until they measure it
up against the different areas of their life
which they are not
happy with or having
trouble with, then unfortunately they will
continue to spin their
wheels and get more
and more frustrated
and upset. Why is this
so?
If you don’t like the
habits / mannerisms
of yourself, your boss
/ wife / husband / child
/ co-worker / teacher
etc. and you keep
on going through the
same motions, habits
etc with yourself, with
him or her every day,
then nothing is ever
going to change or
get better is it? It’s

more just like them
the same grinding,
aggravating, upsetting
habits are being used
over and over again.

years, basically from
the time of Christ and
before Christ, 95% of
any given population
in any Country on
Earth have basically
However, the peo- remained
poor, in
ple involved who poverty or financialy
are playing the song challenged.
and using the habits are thinking they Do you think if that
are hearing a beauti- same population and
ful Swan Lake or same 95% of peothe Nutcracker Waltz ple in any Country on
whilst dinning at an Earth keep on doing
exclusive
riverside the same thing over
cafe
in Norway’s and over again with
Capital City, Oslo.
their
finances and
changing absolutely
It’s All Completely nothing.

weight, however, they
eat 10,000 calories a
day, they do no real
exercise and sit down
for most of each day.
They just keep on going with the same
routine every day of
every week and they
wonder why they are
not losing weight. :-? Bonkers!
A person wants to
go on a holiday each
year which will cost
them $10,000 more
than
they actually
earn each year.
They
continue to
work at the same job
at the same pay rate
and save absolutely
none of their money
and change nothing.

So why did I
just make such
a huge song and
dance with so
many examples
of obvious insanities that are
nothing to do
with the title of
this article?

At the end of the
year when they are Answer: to ask
worn out and want a a very important
holiday they wonder
question. And the
why they have no
question is this:
money to go on a
holiday :-? In all these
If for the last 2,000 +
examples and many

Do

you think it

Will

help those
95% of people to become rich or help
them become MultiMillionaires?
Article Continued On
Page...14.
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Discover Why Backing The
Fred Hollows Foundation
Can Help Heal The World

https://www.hollows.org/au/donate
Did you know that
according
to research
commissioned by The Fred
Hollows
Foundation with PricewaterhouseCoopers –
which uncovered the
compelling link between restoring sight
and economic development.
It found that for
every $1 invested
in ending avoidable
blindness, there was
a $4 economic benefit for a country’s
economy.

nation can see, more
people can go to
school, work, raise
children or start
businesses. Ending
avoidable blindness
improves the economy, equality, skills,
GDP and development of a nation,
while reducing its
financial and social
burden.
Here
are
some
findings from the
research:
There
are
still
millions who need
our help.

live in developing Globally: a potential
return of $4 in
countries.
economic gains.
It’s not just people
Pakistan: a potential
who are suffering.
return of $6.
Ending
avoidable
blindness
could Kenya: a potential
inject
as
much return of $3.56.
as $517 billion
Province
into
struggling Yunnan
economies over a (one of the poorest
decade.
regions in China):
a potential return of
Every
year, $3.16.
avoidable blindness
costs
developing Article
source:
countries
around https://www.hollows.
$49 billion in lost org/au/what-we-do/
e n d i n g - a v o i d a b l eeconomic activity.

Ending
avoidable
An estimated 32.4 blindness in the
million people are developing
world
blind around the can be achieved for
world.
as little as $2.20 per
person, per year.
A further 191 million
are visually impaired For
every
$1
90%
of
people invested in blindness
If more people in a who
are
blind prevention.
By looking at our
key goal through an
economic lens, it
was demonstrated
that ending avoidable blindness has
benefits reaching far
beyond health alone.

blindness/research
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Article continued
from page...10.

there obviously is because if there is not...

So we have this huge
cultural and historical
significance of over
2,000 + years to deal
with on the subject
of how people manage and control their
money and finances.

why are there hundreds of millions
and billions of people out there who are
broke, poor, living in
poverty and financial
hardship?
Some people will argue that there is an
abundance of money
out there and that it’s
the people’s fault and
their mind-set is all
wrong. If that’s the
case, please explain
to me how come
there are millions
and billions of people who don’t have
enough? Sorry I don’t
buy the mind-set argument.

Now people can talk
all they like about
wanting to become a
Multi-millionaire and
as we mentioned in
last week’s Newspaper, hundreds of millions of people all
over the world, every
single week make a
visit to the Newsagents to buy Lottery
tickets hoping that
the next day they will
be a Multi-millionaire.
But also as we all
know the
odds of
winning the Lottery
are at least 300 +
Million to 1. So the
chances of winning
are pretty slim to say
the very least.

selves on the idea
that they are going to
win, the odds are at
least 300+ million to
1 that they will not be
So for hundreds of one the next day.
millions of people
to keep on going to In the first half of
the lottery shop each this article I talked
and every week hop- about 95% of people
ing that the next day in any given Country
they are going to be on Earth continuing
a multi-millionaire is to remain poor, in
obviously not worth poverty or are finanpursuing and per the cially challenged in
definition on page 10 some way in their
is an insanity on the life and how they
subject of money.
keep on doing the
same things over and
No matter how much over again with their
a person sells them- money and are still

expecting a different contributing factors:
outcome.
1: There are not
Now before you can enough well
paid
do anything about jobs available for
those statistics and the general public of
create a different
planet earth that will
pay every single one
them enough to
“Outcome” of
adequately cover the
cost of their living
you have to look at
expenses, “And” at
what are the contribthe same time allow
uting factors to this
them to save enough
statistic, then do some
money and become a
very indepth reverse
millionaire or a multiengineering to come
millionaire.
up with a solution to
create the different
2: The very culture
“Outcome.” or mind-set that a
Here are some of the “Job” is only sup-

So with all this set
against people how
can the average person think or believe
that they can be rich
posed to give people or become a multimillionaire?

Just Enough
Money to keep

It’s a very hard thing
them
to do to change an
“Just Over entire inground culture and mind-set of
Broke”
scarcity, poverty and
so
that they will financial hardship.
keep on coming back
for more has actu- This is where the
ally created a Global magic of reverse enMind-set of Complete gineering comes into
Scarcity and despera- play.
tion on the subject of
Money.
Article continued on
page...20.
And as there is a
very real ‘scarcity’
of money out there
in the world which
Page 14
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Article continued from sometimes your compage...
mit can come from
others’ giving you the
Of course not every- idea first.
thing has to have your
full ‘commit’ behind For instance, your parit? Or does it?
ents see you playing

ride as it is what your ing to the game. You
parents want.
can’t sleep the night
before as you are getThen over the years, ting excited about the
with you just attend- potential of winning.
ing the lessons and It was your parent’s
getting better and bet- dream at first and then

instrument to them by Somewhere along the
their grandparents.
lines their grandparent’s intention has
Out of love for their flowed
through to
grandparents,
they their grandchild’s life
start to play with the and they have now
instrument and then owned it as their own.

I will leave that one
with you.

And that is what you
need to look at when
doing things.

I guess what I am really trying to say here
is that if you 100%
give to what you have
decided to do, there
will be no stopping
you along the way.
You will have small
successes which lead
to bigger and better
ones and don’t forget, even the absolute
greats come second
sometimes, even third
some have even come
last, BUT the one
thing all these ultimate winners have
in common, is that
they COMMIT and
they pick themselves
up and get better and
better at what they do,
and so instead of coming last, the next time
they come 10th and
the next time 4th and
so on.
Now, just as an aside,

Just before I end off,
I want to remind you
that there is a journey too and that journey can take a lot of
months, years even
decades sometimes!
You need to learn to
enjoy your journey
just as much as the
WIN 
Can you COMMIT?
And if you can say
yes…you can MAKE
IT in this world and
forge ahead to attain
even bigger heights
than your dreams can
carry you.
ter, you suddenly be- somewhere along the on and on it goes until Cath White
come one of the better lines, it has become they live, breathe and
players, and you start your own.
eat that instrument!
feeling really good
with what you are do- I have heard people They could play that
ing.
who play instruments instrument with their
Suddenly you are get- at the age of 3, hav- feet
whilst standting excited about go- ing been given that ing on their hands!!!

Just Do It!!

with a cricket bat or
baseball bat, and see
that you have a flare
in the area. You may
not see it but they do.
They decide to get you
lessons, however you
just go along for the
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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19 Military Lessons That Made
Me A Millionaire
By Patrick Bet-David https://youtu.be/6w0Q3xe4Cxs

- tainment- The best
channel for new, startup and established en#5: Perform Under
Pressure - 9:16
#11: Adapt - 19:09
#17: Paranoia - 22:13 trepreneurs. Schedule:
New episodes every
#6: Managing Risks - #12: Survivability - #18: Work Ethic - Tuesday and Thursday on a broad ar11:19
19:56
23:02
ray of entrepreneurial
Visit the official Val- #1: Managing Chaos #7: Thick Skin - 12:34 #13: Independence - #19: Discipline - topics. For detailed
uetainment Store for 5:29
20:02
23:06
notes and links to regear: https://www.
sources mentioned in
valuetainmentstore. #2: Mission Driven - #8: Build a Tribe 6:26
14:19
#14: Strategy - 21:00 Subscribe to the this video, visit http://
com/
channel: http://www. patrickbetdavid.com/
youtube.com/value- military-l...
If you removed the #3: Limited Resourc- #9: Leadership - 16:45 #15: Health - 21:07
tainment?...
Valuemilitary from all of es - 6:53
For detailed notes
and links to resources mentioned in this
video, visit http://patrickbetdavid.com/military-l...

my life experiences,
I wouldn’t be who I
am today. Here are 19
military lessons that
made me a millionaire.

#4: Multi-Task - 8:05

#10: Learning Other #16: Preparation
Cultures - 18:02
22:06
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 198th Edition Crossword.

Across

1

2

3

7

3 metal container
used for cooking
(pl) (4)

8

9
10

12

13

11

14
15

6 opposite of in (3)

16

7 something that
came before (10)

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

9 abbr top cat (2)

24
25

29

26

27

28
31

30
34

35
38

12 day after Tuesday
(9)
14 chocolate biscuit
with with cream in
the middle (pl) (5)

Last Week’s 197th
Edition Solution.

5

6

1 toward (2)

10 skill and sensitivity
in dealing with
others (4)

4

39

32

33

36

37

40
41

42

43

44

45

46

47

15 loud sound (5)

48
49

16 abbr Environmental
Science (2)

50
51

52

17 period of time (3)
20 simplest (7)

53

23 bang one's foot on
the ground (5)

54
55

24 intend (4)
25 abbr abdominal
muscle (2)
27 reaches a goal (4)

49 female person
being spoken about
(3)

29 month after January
(8)

52 therefore (2)

32 a woman's name (6)

53 exist (2)

34 symbol for Nickel
(2)

54 affirmative
response (3)

35 abbr for example
(2)

55 creative work (3)

37 consume (3)
38 area where kids can
play (2 words)
(9,10)
41 abbr Earth
Observation (2)
42 large brown oval
seed (pl) (8)
43 symbal denoting a
number (7)
45 abbr Domain name
(2)
46 estimates or
concludes (7)
48 type of shoe (7)

Down
1 the day after
Monday (7)
2 mass of flowers on
a tree or bush (pl)
(8)
3 salary (3)
4 person authorised
to perform certain
legal formalities
(pl) (8)
5 attainment of goals
(7)
7 animal's foot (3)

10 also (3)
11 digit on the foot (3)
13 marketing promo
(pl) (14)
15 mark (4)
17 abbr extraterrestrial
(2)
18 loud noise from a
lion (4)
19 emergency vehicle
(pl) (10)
21 exist (2)
22 principal church of
a diocese (9)
23 viewed (4)
24 dimensions of
something (12)
26 stops (8)

31 what one leaves
behind (6)
33 abbr not applicable
(2)
36 the area surround
an estate (pl) (7)
39 hard fruit of a tree
(3)
40 like (2)
44 before now (3)
47 organ to view or
see something (3)
50 hello (2)
51 hollow spaces in
something (pl) (5)
53 put money down
against odds (3)
54 abbr year (2)

28 abbr veterinarian
(3)
30 2 wheeled vehicle
(pl) (8)

8 reclined (3)
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CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
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To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Sudoku

Medium 198th

Easy 198th

Hard 198th

Ph: 0423 470 701

Last Week’s

Easy

Sudoku Solutions 197th Edition
Medium

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

Hard
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Discover The Only Newspaper
In The World That Can
Help The Working People
Become Multi-millionaires

By Derek White Editor © September 2018

Article continued from proved and backed by
page 14.
The Australian Government.
Using reverse engineering as we started It’s completely free to
to described in last join and all the prodweek’s newspaper, we ucts are well within
realised that because the price range that
this 2,000 + Year old working people can
culture of scarcity has afford.
been created there had
to be a new way to get Plus it is a Humanithrough this barrier traian based business
and to help many mil- model with a new
lions of people have a style of profit sharbetter life.
ing process that once
enough people are beBecause
if
95% ing looked after then
of people are now phase 2 kicks in and
trained to think that that group of people
they don’t have much can now help reach
money and that there out to the next group
is a scarcity of it, it is of people and help
going to be very dif- them get up and runficult for them to get ning in life, and thus
ahead in life.
the process continues
until it reaches out
So there had to be a across the entire world
new way because if and it wipes out unyou have 95% of the employment, poverty
population trained to and financial hardthink there is a scar- ship.
city and they don’t
have much money Check it out at the
and they cannot afford website provided.
the things that can or
will help them become Kind regards Derek
rich, how do you help White, Editor, TGNthem to become rich? NP, © September 2018
Well thankfully after
a huge amount of reseach and development
we were able to come
up with a solution that
solves all of the prior
problems.
It is called: Wealth for
the Workers. It is ap-

Discover How To Break Free From

All Your Debts And Achieve

Financial
Freedom!
Claim You Free Gift Valued At $500
Register For Free At: https://thegoodnewsnp.
com.au/wealthfortheworkers/registration/

We Are Approved
And Backed By
The
Australian
Government
All incomes are dependent on people paying for their e.products and doing some work
when asked to do so, monthly cost is $165 inc gst, ABN: 90 238 838 578

Please visit our website and register for free at :
https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealthfortheworkers/registration/
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Learn To Play Banjo The
EASY Way!
By Geoffrey White

Phone Geoffrey For Lessons In Sydney On:
0434 544 181

work at it and PRACTICE, just a few minutes a day CONSISTENTLY and with
PURPOSE, you will
The first video is al- learn and learn quickmost 15 minutes long ly.
and is a GIFT.
Geoffrey White develIf you like what you oped his playing and
see then you can pur- teaching style after
Learn
“Pick-Ham- chase lessons at an learning the HARD
mer”!
TWO-FIN- affordable rate and way over 40 years
GER, EASY, step-by- take your time. If you ago! When he started
Discover how EASY
it is to pick up and
play banjo...did you
ever want to learn
but had trouble with
teachers and sites
and videos that were
just TOO HARD to
grasp?? NOT ANYMORE!

EASY-step BANJO
that will have you
playing FAST with
step by step videos.

in earnest at the age
of 16 his friends would
tease him, his family would discourage
him, and others would
laugh and carry on.
WHERE are his critics now? GONE! And
where is he, you ask?
RIGHT HERE, teaching you how to do it
and you WON’T have
to put up with what
HE went through.

of the world...
www. YOU CAN TOO
dreamtreebanjos.
!!
com

Geoffrey’s
website:

new its

is online NOW and
available FOR YOU!

Dreamtree
Studios
was founded in 2002
with the purpose to
help people dazzle
others with their music and raise the spirPage 21
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Crosswords + Puzzles
Word Search 198th Edition: Your Target Is To Find 200 Words!
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837

Whole Page Advertising
With Full Colour: $50
+ gst Per Week ($55.00)

Half Page
Advertising With
Full Colour $25
+ gst Per Week
($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50
+ gst Per Week

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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